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Abstract
The term crowdsourcing has been identified as a valuable paradigm in the open design movement.
Despite its proven value, research focusing specifically on crowdsourcing in product development has
been stagnating, with the general tone in this sector having moved from optimism to skepticism. In this
paper, the authors present a literature analysis that reveals four hurdles limiting industry adoption. The
authors are then able to suggest future research avenues that they anticipate will encourage adoption of
crowdsourcing in professional product design and development settings in industry.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the application of open design models and principles has increased (Markman, 2016).
As a consequence, many businesses have began to see the benefits of using the crowd as part of the
product development process. A key paradigm of the open design movement is crowdsourcing.
One of the most famous examples of crowdsourcing is Procter and Gamble’s “Connect and Develop”
which allows the organisation to “partner with the world’s most innovative minds” by encouraging the
crowd to submit product ideas and suggestions (Procter & Gamble, 2017). As a consequence of
“Connect and Develop”, 45% of Procter and Gamble’s key initiatives are now discovered externally and
research and development “productivity has increased by 60%” (Huston and Sakkab, 2006).
Despite initial momentum, however, the application of crowdsourcing in product development seems to
be stagnating. As to be expected, the increased application of crowdsourcing has exposed aspects of the
phenomena that, when not seriously considered, hinder the success of its application. As a consequence,
the tone evoked by literature on crowdsourcing in product development has become increasingly
negative. Papers such as “The value of crowdsourcing: can users really compete with professionals in
generating new product ideas?” by Poetz et al. (2012) and “Identifying experts in the crowd for
evaluation of engineering designs” by Burnap et al. (2017) suggest industry-wide skepticism towards
crowdsourcing and the value of the crowd.
To understand the reason for this change in tone and the deceleration of crowdsourcing adoption, the
authors performed an in-depth study of crowdsourcing literature in the context of product development.
To guide this study, the following research questions were devised:
1. Does academic literature on crowdsourcing in product development signal any reason(s) for the
decelerated adoption of crowdsourcing? If so, what are they?
2. How can these hurdles be overcome through future research?
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A total of 31 sources were analysed and synthesised, with the outcome being the four hurdles preventing
wide spread adoption of crowdsourcing in product development. The hurdles include a lack of a clear
definition, limited exploration of crowdsourcing implementation types, limited guidance on the effective
application of crowdsourcing in product development and unbalanced exploration of crowdsourcing in
all product development phases. For each hurdle, its existence is proven with existing literature, the
reasoning for its existence is then considered before possible solutions and future research avenues are
suggested. The aim of this paper is to provide the foundation for future research on this topic, with the
ultimate outcome being an increase in the use of crowdsourcing in product development.

2. Paper collection and selection
The authors were interested in discovering how the academic perspective on this subject has evolved
since its inception. The approach, therefore, was to find the earliest examples of literature on
crowdsourcing in product development before collecting all papers from this point onwards. This
allowed the authors to study the full spectrum of literature.
The following search phrases were used; “Crowdsourcing in Product Development”, “Crowdsourcing
in Design”, “Crowdsourcing in Engineering Design” and “Crowdsourcing Product Design”. These were
inputted into the following literature databases; Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), Research Gate
(researchgate.net), Scopus (www.scopus.com), Web of Science (webofknowledge.com) and Science
Direct (sciencedirect.com). The following approach was then conducted:
1. “Crowdsourcing in Product Development” was inputted into Google Scholar
2. The earliest example of a paper on this subject was determined by filtering the results by year
3. The title and abstract of this paper was read and a decision was made on whether this paper was
considered relevant to the subject according to the following criteria:
a. The source must be written in or translated to English
b. The source must not be self-published and must be associated with an official academic
publication
c. The source must discuss the role of crowdsourcing within the context of the search phrase
and not just mention the term
d. The source must discuss the role of crowdsourcing within the context of the search phrase
and not just crowdsourcing in general
4. If the abstract met the criteria, it was listed as the earliest example of literature for this database
5. This process was then repeated for all databases and for all search phrases to find the earliest
paper on crowdsourcing in the context of product development
6. Filters were then set to the determined time period on each database, each search phrase was used
and papers were added to the collection based on the criteria
7. For every paper, the “related papers” shown on both Research Gate and Google Scholar were also
considered for collection
8. The final step was scanning and selecting further papers from the references of the collected papers
Conducting this approach yielded a total of 45 sources. This selection was then refined by reading the
full paper to determine whether the source definitely met the criteria listed above. This refinement
process yielded a total of 31 papers. These were analysed and synthesised to reveal four hurdles for the
adoption and use of crowdsourcing in product development.

3. Critical literature review and discussion
This section defines the four hurdles limiting the use of crowdsourcing in product development. Each hurdle
is first highlighted with existing research, according to Research Question 1. Reasoning for the existence of
this hurdle and solutions for overcoming the hurdle are then considered according to Research Question 2.

3.1. The definition of crowdsourcing
The first hurdle is a lack of clarity on the definition of crowdsourcing. Practitioners may therefore
recognise a need to increase their understanding of the term, but current literature does not satisfy this
need. Without true understanding of the term, effective application is unlikely.
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Firstly, academics cause a lack of clarity on the definition of crowdsourcing by combining or confusing
crowdsourcing with other terms. For example, terms such as co-creation, collective intelligence and
open source are often presented as synonymous with crowdsourcing and used interchangeably.
Ramanujan et al. (2015) uses the term crowdsourcing and “cloud-based co-creation” synonymously
while Zheng and Jakiela (2011) states that “one type of crowdsourcing is co-creation”. Maher (2011)
states that “crowdsourcing is part of a larger phenomenon of collective intelligence” while several other
academics suggest that crowdsourcing is an example or demonstration of collective intelligence (Zheng
et al., 2009). The open source movement is also often described as crowdsourcing but Howard et al.
(2012) states that crowdsourcing is one of the four paradigms of the “new revolution of design” which
includes “Open Innovation, Open Source, Crowdsourcing and Open Design”. Howard et al. (2012)
therefore, present crowdsourcing and open source as two distinct phenomena, while Olson and Rosacker
(2013) state that “open source is crowdsourcing applied to software”. It is clear that there is no agreed
consensus on the terminology describing and associated with crowdsourcing and this understandably
causes confusion over the definition (Gerth, 2012).
Further confusion regarding the definition of crowdsourcing has been exacerbated by categorisation of
the phenomena. For example, Howe (2006) defines crowdsourcing using the perspective of “The
Professional”, “The Packager”, “The Tinkerer” and “The Masses”. Pan and Blevis (2011) on the other
hand, defines crowdsourcing as having three “dimensions” which are “role-orientated crowdsourcing”,
“behaviour-orientated crowdsourcing” and “media-orientated crowdsourcing” and H. L. Zheng et al.
(2011) state that “one type of crowdsourcing is co-creation”. Recognising the multifaceted nature of the
term is important in increasing the understanding of crowdsourcing but categorisation using different
variables, as is demonstrated in the literature selection, has caused further confusion.
A solution to this hurdle is a standardised definiton that encompasses all forms of crowdsourcing.
Furthermore, instead of ambiguously defining crowdsourcing categories as “types”, academics should
endeavour to be more specific. For example, Howe’s (2011) categorisation of crowdsourcing should
be defined as categorisation according to the role of the crowdsourcer. Should future publications
ensure this granularity when categorising crowdsourcing, general understanding of the term can be
improved.

3.2. Limited exploration of crowdsourcing implementation types
The second hurdle is the limited exploration of crowdsourcing implementation types. The authors define
the term “implementation type” as the way in which an organisation performs crowdsourcing. For
example, crowdsourcing for information via an open call to the public is one example of an
“implementation type”. This section first demonstrates the minimal representation of implementation
types in current literature and then follows with a discussion on potential research avenues.
3.2.1. Current categorisation of crowdsourcing
Table 1 presents every source in the literature collection that includes categorisation of crowdsourcing.
Table 1. The categorisation of crowdsourcing in current literature
Categorisation Variable
Organisational Purpose
Perspective

Implementation Type

Product Development Phase

Reference(s)
Erickson et al. (2012),
Erickson (2013)
Howe (2006),
Pan and Blevis (2011)
Gerth et al. (2012),
Panchal (2015)
Maher (2011),
Preece et al. (2016),
Tran and Park (2012),
Wu et al. (2013)
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Examples of Categories
Productivity, Innovation, Knowledge
Capture, Marketing/Branding
Role-orientated, behaviour-orientated
and media-orientated crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing contests, open call with
direct rewards, open call with indirect
benefits, micro tasks
Crowdsourcing for planning, concept
development, system level design, detail
design
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Of the 31 collected sources, only 10 considered crowdsourcing categories and only 2 considered
crowdsourcing implementation types. The limited exploration of implementation types is a hurdle for
crowdsourcing adoption because this form of crowdsourcing categorisation offers useful guidance on
the application of crowdsourcing. By presenting all implementation types with their varying
characteristics, organisations can select and apply based on their desired outcomes and circumstances.
As a consequence, the process of applying crowdsourcing to product development is streamlined.
To overcome this hurdle, a standardised set of crowdsourcing implementation types should be presented.
This solution, however, requires extensive research to ensure all facets of these implementation types
are considered. For example, how a crowdsourcing campaign is implemented depends on a myriad of
factors such as the size of the organisation, the complexity of the problem and the resources available
to the organisation. Each of these factors need to be identified and then how these factors impact the
implementation of crowdsourcing needs to be considered.
3.2.2. Future research avenues for implementation types
This section identifies possible research avenues on the subject of crowdsourcing implementation types.
Firstly, the authors present evidence from current literature that suggests that the degree to which
contributors communicate impacts crowdsourcing implementation. Howe (2008) states that
crowdsourcing offers useful solutions to problems because contributors are “independent” and
“dislocated” meaning they are not influenced by each other and are able to draw completely on their
unique perspective. He states that by aggregating the ideas from these “independent” contributors, you
are able to find a solution that “outperforms traditional ideation techniques” (Howe, 2008). To counter
this idea, however, Nickerson et al. (2011) explores “how human interactions can be setup to encourage
creativity in crowdsourcing activities”. They suggest that crowdsourcing should be a collaborative
process with “three generations” of contributors building and refining on the previous generation’s
ideas. Furthermore, Maher (2011) presents an idea for a crowdsourcing activity setup called “Crowd vs.
Crowd” where crowdsourcers are arranged in teams to present ideas. Both of these academics provide
evidence for the positive influence collaboration can have on crowdsourcing. As a consequence, the
authors encourage future researchers to consider how varying degrees of crowd interaction influence
the implementation of crowdsourcing.
Secondly, future research should include an investigation into how the involvement of the “expert” or
the “professional” can influence crowdsourcing implementation. The literature that brought this issue
to the attention of the authors is focused on evaluating crowdsourced design ideas. For example, Burnap
et al. (2017) suggest that the current use of crowdsourcing for the evaluation of design ideas is flawed
because “non-expert ideas overwhelm the crowd”. They consider an “expert” to be a contributor that
possesses “a high level of education”. Howe (2008), however, suggested that the success of
crowdsourcing is in the opportunity to tap into a diverse set of perspectives and that “a randomly selected
collection of problem solvers outperforms a collection of the best individual problem solvers” (Howe,
2008). If it is assumed that “the best individual problem solvers” are what Burnap et al. (2017) regard
as experts, then a method that uses only “expert” ideas is actively minimising the diversity of their
sample. As a consequence, contributors from the crowd that are curated based on their level of education
are unlikely to offer significant benefits beyond an internal R&D team. There may, however, be an
opportunity to involve the expert in some capacity that ensures both diverse and feasible ideas. Future
research on implementation types should include an investigation into how increasing or decreasing the
role of the expert influences the outcome of a crowdsourcing campaign.
Another consideration is whether a set of crowdsourcing implementation types should accommodate
organisations that aren’t willing to negotiate on their idea of a “high-quality solution”. Burnap et al.
(2017) highlight the issue by stating that all ideas should be compared to “the true objective”. Brambilla
(2015) also hint at a similar idea by judging the success of a crowdsourcing campaign on the number of
“correct” and “precise” responses. The authors question how organisations can expect to find a novel
solution if the quality of crowdsourced ideas are judged according to an existing solution. Furthermore,
this existing solution is likely to have been created by an in-house team which means the available
solutions are once again impacted by a biased view of expertise. The authors support Howe’s (2008)
theory on the aspects of crowdsourcing that encourage its success and therefore feel that methods that
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minimise diversity will not encourage valuable crowdsourcing. Perhaps organisations need to recognise
the power of the crowd and sacrifice long held ideas of expertise and quality in order to apply
crowdsourcing successfully. On the other hand, it is clear from current literature that receiving an excess
of unsuitable crowdsourced solutions is considered a challenge. It is also likely that this is leading to
slow adoption of crowdsourcing in engineering design. It is suggested, therefore, that offering a
crowdsourcing implementation type that considers “an ideal solution” may be required in the short term
to advance the adoption of crowdsourcing in product development. Future researchers may consider this
in how the crowdsourcing brief is presented or by controlling the type of crowd involved in the
implementation of crowdsourcing.
The consideration of contributor interaction, the role of the expert and comparison to the ideal solution
in crowdsourcing should be included in future research on implementation types. By recognising these
ideas, crowdsourcing implementation types should allow practitioners to overcome challenges and
embrace the opportunities that crowdsourcing offers.

3.3. Limited guidance on the application of crowdsourcing in product development
The third hurdle is a lack of literature available on how to apply crowdsourcing in product development.
This section demonstrates that as well as limited exploration of implementation types, general advice
for the implementation of crowdsourcing in product development, is limited. Literature that does offer
advice can be arranged in four areas. These are academic advice on the construction of crowdsourcing
platforms, research on motivation for crowd participation, advice for structuring a crowdsourcing
campaign brief and crowdsourcing frameworks to guide the application of crowdsourcing in product
development.
Grace et al. (2015), Preece et al. (2016), Nebeling et al. (2012) and Jakiela (2009) suggest that
advertising and collecting crowd contributions on a well-constructed platform is the key to effective
crowdsourcing. Of the academics whose research lies in this area, the majority agree that the optimal
crowdsourcing platform should itself be crowdsourced and customizable (Nebeling et al., 2012). Grace
et al. (2015) suggest that in order to serve and encourage contributors, a platform should be created that
is “iteratively designed by the users”. Nebeling et al. (2012) similarly champion a crowdsourcing
platform that is “componentized” and “customizable by user data and user suggestions” (Nebeling et
al., 2012). Qin et al. (2016) state that in order for crowdsourcing to be adopted by organisations, the
crowdsourcing platform must have the following characteristics:
 “User centred-focus” that ensures the platform is built with a primary focus on user needs
 “Iterative and modular” to ensure web development of the platform is reactive and can quickly
be altered
 “Highly integrated with social media” to ensure contributors can receive adequate credit and
support (Qin et al., 2016)
Preece et al. (2016) created and launched an improved crowdsourcing platform called “NatureNet” that
followed these principles. Crowd contributions, with the improved platform, were shown to increase.
These academics therefore unite in proving that a customizable crowdsourcing platform encourages
increased involvement, by both contributors and organisations. A concern, however, is the limited
consideration of other aspects of a crowdsourcing platform. For example, user customisation is found
to be important but other important aspects such as user experience design and user interface design are
hardly considered in current literature. Should a practitioner look to create a crowdsourcing platform
from scratch, the guidance offered by current literature is limited.
The next area of literature is on contributor motivation. By understanding why contributors choose to
become involved in crowdsourcing, organisations can launch campaigns that are more popular and
therefore more effective. Unfortunately, of the 31 collected sources, only 2 discussed crowd
motivations. Zheng et al. (2011) find that contributors may not be “universally driven by financial
reward” but state “gaining recognition” was consistently a key motivator. Jakiela (2009) supports this
conclusion by suggesting that “credit attribution” to contributors was important. While this conclusion
is beneficial, there is no research to suggest how an organisation can maximise credit attribution.
Furthermore, current literature is not specific to a crowdsourcing implementation type and this limits its
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value. For example, motivation for involvement in an open source project may differ from motivation
for involvement in an open call crowdsourcing campaign. Motivations to be involved may also vary
according to the gender of the contributor, the age of the contributor, the industry of the contributor and
more. Significant research is therefore required to be able to offer valuable guidance to practitioners
regarding contributor motivation.
Regarding the crowdsourcing campaign brief, Zheng et al. (2011) state that it must have “clearly defined
requirements” and Alonso (2013) states the need for “clear instructions”. Zheng et al. (2011) also state
that the task presented must “allow autonomy” but contributors must “be confident they can find a
solution”. Wu et al. (2013), however, suggest that when using crowdsourcing for the evaluation of ideas,
participants that are not familiar with the original project brief can evaluate designs most effectively
(Wu et al., 2013). Zheng et al. (2011) and Alonso (2013) therefore comment on how the brief is written
while Wu et al. (2013) consider how the brief should be distributed. This literature area is lacking in
advice for application. For example, how should requirements be defined, how can a brief be devised to
ensure “autonomy” for the crowd and how can the brief be presented clearly. If the crowd should be
detached from the project, how can the brief be distributed to ensure the crowd is not influenced. These
questions, need to be answered through future research to ensure advice on crowdsourcing in product
development is genuinely applicable.
The final sector is on crowdsourcing frameworks that guide the application of crowdsourcing in product
development. Panchal (2015) presents a framework consisting of three steps; “choosing a
crowdsourcing initiative”, “making design decisions” and “incentive design”. He illustrates the
application of this framework using game theory and also demonstrates how it can be integrated into an
overarching product development framework. Saldanha et al. (2014) make a similar attempt to model
the process of crowdsourcing, however, they do so by applying an existing ideation strategy. As is shown
in Figure 1, Saldanha et al. (2014) suggest that contributions should be gradually refined by the crowd
in a stage-gate filtering process. This is similar to Nickerson et al.’s (2011) “generational”
crowdsourcing process as discussed previously.

Figure 1. Saldanha et al.’s (2014) stage-gate process for the application of
crowdsourcing in product development
The third example of a crowdsourcing framework, is that of Park et al. (2013) which allows companies
to maintain a level of control over the ideas they receive. Park et al. (2013) presents a crowdsourcing
framework that organises the crowd in teams with “expert design leads”. Solutions are suggested by
each team but a solution is only escalated after it has had approval from the design lead. This framework
allows organisations to seek solutions from numerous and varied perspectives but an expected level of
quality is known and managed throughout. These three examples each offer valuable advice, from
diverse research, for crowdsourcing in product development. The shortcomings of this literature sector,
however, is again its limited offering with only 3 academics involved in this research. Furthermore, only
Panchal (2015) considers how the application of crowdsourcing may vary according to the organisations
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circumstances. Future research should have the aim to produce crowdsourcing frameworks that can be
tailored according to the user’s product development needs. This should encourage further adoption of
crowdsourcing by offering greater support for a wider range of organisations.
By amalgamating all guidance on crowdsourcing in product development offered by academic sources,
the authors in this section were able to identify key literature gaps and offer ideas for future research. In
the next section, the literature selection is examined according to the phases of product development.

3.4. Unbalanced exploration of crowdsourcing in the product development phases
The vast majority of current literature considers crowdsourcing to be an activity solely for the ideation
and concept evaluation stages of product development. Saldanha et al. (2014) only considers a
framework for ideation, Nickerson et al. (2011) discuss creativity within crowdsourcing but only as part
of ideation and Wu et al. (2013) and Xu et al. (2011) only discuss crowdsourcing for concept evaluation.
Ren et al. (2013) states that “crowdsourcing can be used for ideation and evaluation”, thus dismissing
other aspects of product development. A trend among current literature has therefore emerged, as
demonstrated in Figure 2, which suggests that crowdsourcing should be used predominantly in ideation
and evaluation. While crowdsourcing may not ultimately be suitable for other aspects, the lack of
research on other product development phases is concerning.

Figure 2. Current literature’s exploration of crowdsourcing in each product
development phase; One grey dot represents one source
There are two academics that seem to recognise the potential of crowdsourcing beyond ideation and
evaluation, however. Panchal (2015), after presenting his framework, recognised that it should be
extended in “different dimensions for the different design phases”. Furthermore, Tran and Park (2012)
investigated crowdsourcing in every aspect of the product development process. While neither of these
papers offer detailed guidance on using crowdsourcing throughout the product development process
they suggest that there is potential in this concept. The authors believe that by expanding on this area of
research and determining whether crowdsourcing could be used throughout product development, new
applications that offer new benefits could be discovered.

4. Conclusions
This paper shows the result of an analysis and synthesis of a selection of 31 papers on crowdsourcing in
product development. The authors aim was to reveal hurdles in current literature that could offer an
explanation to the limited adoption of crowdsourcing in product development. Four hurdles were
identified which included a lack of a clear definition of crowdsourcing, limited exploration of
crowdsourcing implementation types, limited guidance on the effective application of crowdsourcing in
product development and unbalanced exploration of crowdsourcing in all parts of the product
development process.
To fulfil the first research question, each hurdle was identified and evidence for their existence was
presented. Regarding the definition of crowdsourcing, academics often used other terminology
interchangeably and synonymously. Furthermore, other academics defined crowdsourcing by
categorising the term into “types” and inconsistent categorisations led to further confusion. In order to
fulfil the second research question, solutions for the hurdles were presented. Regarding the first hurdle,
a standardised definition for crowdsourcing should be presented that incorporates all forms of
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crowdsourcing. Furthermore, academics should specify how they are categorising crowdsourcing, to
avoid further confusion.
The second recognised hurdle led to an introduction of the term “implementation type” which is the way
in which an organisation performs crowdsourcing. By presenting all implementation types with their
varying characteristics, organisations can select and apply based on their desired outcomes and
circumstances. Of all the selected sources only two considered the actual implementation of
crowdsourcing, providing evidence for a lack of research in this area. The solution to this hurdle, with
reference to the second research question, is to present a set of implementation types that considers all
the ways in which a crowdsourcing campaign could be influenced or altered.
The third hurdle was the limited research on effectively applying crowdsourcing in product
development. Literature gaps were identified by splitting this area of research into four areas; academic
advice on the construction of crowdsourcing platforms, research on motivation for crowd participation,
advice for structuring a crowdsourcing campaign brief and crowdsourcing frameworks to guide the
application of crowdsourcing in product development. The fourth hurdle was the limited research on
crowdsourcing in all phases of the product development process. Figure 2 illustrated the strong bias
towards considering crowdsourcing for ideation and concept evaluation. In the case of the third and
fourth hurdle, the second research question was addressed by identifying the literature gaps and offering
avenues for further research for each research area.
Beyond the specific research questions, the authors also presented further considerations regarding
crowdsourcing implementation types for product development. It was found that an investigation into
the different levels of communication between the crowd is required as well as considering how concepts
of “the expert” and “the ideal solution” can be incorporated into a set of implementation types.
Overall, the authors believe that addressing the hurdles presented in this paper could lead to an
acceleration in the use of crowdsourcing in product development. By clearly defining crowdsourcing, it
is likely to be better understood. By categorising crowdsourcing into implementation types and offering
more guidance on the use of crowdsourcing, organisations can more easily apply it. By investigating
crowdsourcing in all design phases, further applications of crowdsourcing can emerge and organisations
can find new ways to reap the rewards of crowdsourcing and the open design movement.
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